
 
 

 

For over a century, the 
Spencer Gulf region of 
South Australia has been a 
major contributor to 
Australia's industrial 
revolution; energy - 
transport - construction - 
mining and minerals 
processing. 

 
 

From this industrial landscape, Gadaleta Steel 
Fabrication was established to service the 
industrial heavy weights in the region. 

With guaranteed solutions for building anything in 
steel, Gadaleta Steel Fabrication has developed 
into an industry leader and one of the nation's 
premier heavy steel fabricators. 

Gadaleta Steel Fabrication has been providing a 
wide range of solutions for a broad base of 
industry clients for 20 years. 

Gadaleta Steel Fabrication have been providing 
solutions for energy producers, transport, 
construction, mining and minerals processing 
clients for 20 years. 

 

 

Workshops located in Port Pirie and Whyalla 
(South Australia) undertaking large and small 
scale projects.  

  

  PORT PIRIE 
12 Wattle Street Port Pirie 

Phone: 08 8633 0996 
Fax: 08 8633 0997 

 

WHYALLA 
25 Jacobs Street Whyalla 

Phone: 08 8645 7144 
Fax: 08 8645 3904 

 

www.gadaleta.com.au 

reception@gadaleta.com.au 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Safety 
Gadaleta Steel Fabrication have a strong 
safety focus and exemplary safety record. 

GSF Health, Safety, Welfare and 
Environmental Management Policy is 
designed to ensure that company systems, 
policies, procedures and key performance 
indicators for managing occupational health, 
safety and welfare matters and the 
environment are implemented, monitored and 
reviewed. 

 

GSF is an equal opportunity 
employer, with a proven track record 

of project delivery and exemplary 
occupational health and safety 

record. 

 

Capability 
Gadaleta Steel Fabrication have been 
providing solutions for energy producers, 
transport, construction, mining and 
minerals processing clients for 20 years. 

Off site fabrication including structural 
steel, pipe work, ductwork, access 
platforms, machine guarding and vessels 
of all shapes and sizes. 

Heavy plate fabrication. 
Structural steel fabrication. 
Pipe fabrication. 
Tank fabrication. 
Stainless steel fabrication. 
Hoppers, furnace components, dampers, 
fan housings, chimneys and flues. 
Specialist welding and welding of 
pressure parts, heat exchangers and 
cubicles. 
 

GSF have an experienced and 
exceptionally talented team of 

qualified professionals and 
specialist trades people with long 

histories of working in the 
industry. 

 
Cranes 

With over 25 cranes for different tasks, from a 
3t crawler crane for tight spaces up to our 
200t hydraulics, GSF have an experienced 
and exceptionally talented team of qualified 
crane operators and riggers that can make 
difficult tasks possible. 

Scaffolding 

From small to large structures, GSF have an 
exceptionally talented team of qualified and 
experienced scaffolders for maintenance, 
shutdowns and construction. 

On Site Maintenance, Installation 
and Plant Removal 

From design, fabrication and on site 
construction and installation of plant and 
equipment, we offer complete project 
solutions. 
Site preparation, structural steel erection, 
equipment and conveyor systems installation. 
Ongoing plant maintenance and shut downs. 
Construction and Project management. 
Commissioning and decommissioning - and 
removal of redundant plant. 
 
 

From large to small project solutions. 
Structural, mechanical and civil 

contractors. Engineering. 
Sandblasting and painting. 

Labour hire. 

   

 
 


